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Core Telecom Launches Strategic Partnership with RG Nets, Inc.
Core Telecom offer complete solutions
St Louis, MO (June 3, 2015) –Core Telecom, Inc., www.coretelecom.net the value-added distributor of
networking technology and a complete suite of support and services for Telecom customers has announced
that it has entered a distribution agreement with RG Nets, a leading provider of gateway routers and router
controllers designed to manage, provision, and protect revenue-generating networks.
RG Nets' next-generation data, voice and video revenue generating network router combines the latest and
most complete set of technologies to maximize operator profitability and minimize cost.
All of the functions and features required in today's revenue-generating policy-enforcement networks are
bundled in each rXg device. Whether in fixed wireless broadband, large scale hot-zones, WiMAX blankets,
WiFi hotspots or wired / wireless enterprise, MDUs and campuses, the rXg is the perfect platform for clear
communication, authoritative control, and complete cognizance over your end-user population.
"RG Nets' feature-rich gateway router provides our telecom customers simplicity and versatility to deploy
carrier class public Internet access networks thanks to a flexible, all-inclusive design," said Ben Boarman,
president and CEO of Core Telecom, Inc. "We look forward to growing this partnership as RG Nets
products are becoming the defacto standard for WiFi network control with their ability to dynamically
isolate individual subscribers into their own network segment. RG Nets products are Telco grade and can
be clustered to provide public Internet access from as few as 50 concurrent devices up to tens of thousands
with multiple levels of high availability and fault tolerance”.
"We feel Core Telecom is our ideal partner for servicing the Telecom market," said Keenan Klinger, RG
Nets CEO. "With rXg, operators now have the ability to build exceptional networks that serve today's
BYOD customer without a rack full of expensive or hard to use disparate gear. With the Core partnership
they can have a network fully provisioned, operational, and supported with one supplier. We are delighted
to be a part of their solution."
RG Nets, Inc., manufactures and markets policy-enabling routers and router controllers designed
specifically for operators of Internet access networks with a focus on wireless deployments. RG Nets
unique blend of routing and gateway functions enables operators of wireless networks to enjoy the same
level of control, cognizance and communications within and over their networks as carriers with data center
hosted large scale networks. rXg is designed to be the only device required between the wireless network’s
uplink(s) and the service distribution infrastructure, normally consisting of switches and access points, to
enable WiFi service levels without compromise.
Core Telecom Systems, Inc. is an integrated supplier of new and surplus equipment and support services to
the telecommunications industry. We offer superior value with world-class customer service across a wide
variety of solutions from broadband switching, access, optical and fixed wireless transport to power,
batteries and customized cabinetry, including fiber cable, connection and associated tools. Core is an
authorized distributor for industry leading manufacturers, including: Tellabs, Coriant, Eltek, PPC
Broadband (fna M2FX), Cambium, Brocade / Ruckus Wireless, Allied Telesis, Clearfield, Primex, PSI,
Smart RG, Positron Access, North Star Battery, Haze Battery, Major Power, RAD, Opterna and Platinum
Tools.

